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L'Ubu 

"Dance the Night Away"

One of the city's top after-hours destinations, L'Ubu is a sleek bar and

nightclub located in the heart of the city. The trendy spot with its blend of

cool and warm lighting creates a mix of intimate corners and lively dance

floors under exposed brick arches lending the space an underground vibe.

DJs spin the latest electronic tracks and the bar whips up fantastic

cocktails to sip on as you groove to the beat.

 +33 5 6123 2675  16 rue St-Rome, Toulouse

 by David Gallard (Mr Guep)   

Le Purple 

"A Popular Revelers' Den"

Le Purple is counted as one of the premier dance clubs of Toulouse. The

plush velvety interiors are a vision in hues of deep purple, even as a cozy

and an intimate milieu add to its ritzy ambiance. Hop in and ask for your

chosen libations at its well-stocked bar counter, or you may choose to hit

the dance floor with the in-house playing groovy numbers in the

background.

 +33 5 6273 0467  www.purepurple.fr/  2 Rue Castellane, Toulouse

 by Jacklee   

El Cubano 

"A Night in Cuba"

El Cubano is your one-way ticket to Havana. Between their explosive

cocktails and artisan, spicy style of cooking, you will almost forget that

you are in the pink city! When dinning in this "caliente" enriched

atmosphere get ready for nonstop entertainment with salsa, karaoke,

dancing and more!

 +33 5 6158 0741  www.elcubano-restaurant.com/  1 Avenue de Lyon, Toulouse

 by David Gallard (Mr Guep)   

Le Cri de la Mouette 

"Drinking & Dancing on a Party Barge"

This nightclub on a boat is a popular destination for local club-goers. Le

Cri de la Mouette hosts different DJs and concerts every weekend. Genres

include rock, folk, funk and reggae. The various performances and cool

location make this a hopping place on the weekends. You don't want to

miss out on all the fun!

 +33 5 6230 0528  www.lecridelamouette.co

m/

 contact@lecridelamouette.

com

 78 allée de Barcelone,

Toulouse
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 by followtheseinstructions   

La Dune 

"Nightclub With Pulse"

Dune hosts DJ after DJ throughout the year for long, dance-filled nights

that might last until sunrise. Three dance rooms multiply the possibilities

for the night: the main club, the disco, and the Latin room. The dancers

are typically young, and ready to heat up the dance floor and cool off on

the patio all night!

 +33 5 6275 1175  www.ladunetoulouse.com  la-dune@wanadoo.fr  Parc de Sesquières,

Toulouse

 by TheCulinaryGeek   

La Voile Blanche 

"Bar & More by the Beach"

One of the more interesting spots in Toulouse is La Voile Blanche, which

is near a lovely beach, has a shaded terrace, pool, hot tub, and a full

cocktail bar spread over 8000 square meters (86,111 square feet) of space.

While you explore the venue, you will also notice waterfalls and straw-

built looking architecture. Walk from the white sand beach into a

restaurant that is decked out with elegant and exotic decor. La Voile

Blanche is a marvelous place to visit during the summer, since the days

are relaxed, and the evenings are spectacular! Be sure to call ahead for

hours, since they change from time to time.

 +33 5 6227 0745  www.lavoile-blanche.fr/  contact@lavoile-blanche.fr  26 allées des Foulques, Parc

de Sesquières, Toulouse
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